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What could be this powerful? Why, love, of course. Antony and Cleopatra Cleopatra always had a high profile
love life. The queen of Egypt, she was the mistress of Julius Caesar, king of Rome, until his assassination in
44 B. Looking to gain a powerful political ally, Antony invited Cleopatra to Tarsus in what is now Turkey in
41 B. Although she was rather plain looking, Cleopatra had a captivating presence and was known for her
intelligence, wit and, at times, ruthless ambition. Antony was charmed instantly and followed Cleopatra back
to Egypt. Back in Rome, Octavian was understandably angry, because Antony had previously wed his sister,
Octavia, to strengthen his position. He began to view Cleopatra as a greedy temptress who had turned Antony
into a helpless puppet. Octavian declared war on the two lovers, which culminated in the Battle of Actium in
western Greece in 31 B. Octavian, still pursuing sole control over the Roman Empire, invaded Egypt and
forced Cleopatra and Antony to surrender. During the final struggle against Octavian in Egypt, Antony
received a false report that Cleopatra had committed suicide. Antony, overcome with grief, thrust a sword into
his abdomen. His men carried him to where Cleopatra was hiding, and he died in her arms. Soon after,
Cleopatra was taken prisoner. Legend has it she smuggled a poisonous snake into her cell and placed it upon
her chest where it delivered a fatal strike. Cleopatra was buried next to her beloved, where they lay together
for eternity. Catherine, who would become empress only days later, took a liking to Potemkin, despite the fact
that he was obese, vain and missing an eye. By , Catherine had made him an official Russian statesman, a
count and the commander of her armies. Although their love affair ended in , Potemkin remained the love of
her life. When he died at age 52, Catherine went into a depression from which she never fully recovered.
Napoleon and Josephine Napoleon Bonaparte, a ruthless and ambitious soldier in the French military, was
captivated the moment he saw Josephine, a charming and beautiful Paris socialite. Despite being a military
genius, he was unkempt and rather homely looking. Josephine eventually had a change of heart, and the two
were married in Shortly after their wedding, Napoleon embarked on a series of military campaigns, while
Josephine embarked on her own series of adulterous affairs. When Napoleon received word of this, he became
enraged and demanded a divorce. But Josephine begged for his forgiveness, and he relented. As Napoleon
continued to rise in power and wealth, being crowned emperor of France in , he became focused on having a
son to carry on his royal lineage. But he eventually came to the conclusion that Josephine was unable to
conceive, and the couple divorced in Less than a year later he married year-old Marie Louise of Austria and
had a son. But without Josephine it seemed his destiny was cursed. After devastating military losses he was
exiled to the island of Elba on May 4, Josephine, still heartbroken, wrote a letter to Napoleon and asked
permission to join him. He wrote back that it was impossible, but Josephine died on May 29 before his letter
arrived. In , Napoleon escaped from Elba and returned to Paris. The first person he visited was the doctor who
treated Josephine. When Napoleon beseeched the physician as to why his beloved Josephine had died, the
doctor replied that he believed she had succumbed to a broken heart. He then retrieved violets from her garden
and wore them in a locket until his death in The pair became inseparable and, to the dismay of the royal
family, often engaged in public displays of affection. Nicholas and Alex as he called her became engaged in
But while they were enjoying lavish royal parties and yacht outings, their countrymen toiled in poverty.
During WWI the Russian people suffered greatly, and by support for the royal family was all but gone.
Russians stormed the streets of St. Petersburg then known as Petrograd in protest and toppled the monarchy.
Nicholas and his family were arrested and sent to Siberia. On July 16 of the next year the entire family was
executed by the new Bolshevik government, ending the year-old Romanov dynasty. Charles Augustus
Lindbergh, Jr. While on a goodwill trip to Latin America later that year he met and began seeing Morrow, the
shy, self-conscious daughter of the U. Anne soon began flying the friendly skiesâ€”she was the first licensed
female glider pilot in the countryâ€”and took to the air with her husband. Together they made history by
charting potential air routes for commercial airlines, and they even set a Los Angeles-to-New York air speed
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record in when Anne was seven months pregnant. But their storybook romance hit a few rough spots,
including a few short-lived affairs, and the tragic and infamous kidnapping and murder of their infant first son
in Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Like many great lovers, they met by accident. Toklas moved there two years
later, met up with Gertrude, and the two women soon began living together. Besides being a well-known
avant-garde writer, Stein was a brilliant eccentric with a heavy, unladylike presence. The pair became
inseparable. Prince Edward and Wallis Simpson Edward, the handsome Prince of Wales and heir to the British
throne, changed the course of his life, as well as that of British history, when he fell in love with Wallis
Warfield Simpsonâ€”a woman who was not only American, but also married. Edward met Simpson at a party
in , hosted by Lady Thelma Furness, a viscountess with whom Edward had conducted a long relationship.
Edward was not instantly smitten, but he and the upwardly-mobile Mrs. Simpson traveled in the same social
circles, and after many society balls and dinner parties he was slowly captivated by her charm and poise. By ,
Wallis was separated from her husband, and British Parliament grew increasingly nervous over the
relationship. But his brief stay on the throne only created a media frenzy due to his relationship with Simpson.
King George made sure that his brother kept the courtesy title of His Royal Highness, but he also pointedly
decreed that should he marry Wallis, she and any children they produced would be denied royal status.
Growing up in Charleston, S. In , at the age of 61, he was appointed a federal judge and became a popular
member of the Charleston elite. Yet, Waring was already showing signs of dissent: He ended segregated
seating in his courtroom and appointed John Fleming, a black man, as his bailiff. But eyebrows were raised
even higher when Waring divorced his Southern-born wife of 32 years and married Elizabeth Avery, a
twice-divorced native of Detroit. Indeed, by the late s, Waties had undergone an astonishing conversion that
turned him into an outspoken critic of segregation and champion for racial justice. Board of Education school
desegregation decision. Harry Tyson Moore and Harriette Simms Moore Harry and Harriette Moore are a
relatively unknown yet pioneering couple that helped pave the way for the civil rights movement of the s. The
two met in while Harry, 20, was teaching elementary school in Cocoa, Fla. The two quickly fell in love and
were married within a year. Both strong-willed and compassionate people, the Moores raised a family they
had two daughters while organizing the first Brevard County Chapter of the NAACP in , championing such
causes as equal pay for black teachers. With the support of legendary African-American attorney Thurgood
Marshall, the Moore couple became key allies in the movement. By , Harry was the president of the Florida
chapter of the NAACP, and his new level of activism took him into the dangerous arena of lynchings and
police brutality. Harry died before he reached the hospital; Harriette passed away nine days later from her
injuries. Though authorities believe that the Ku Klux Klan was involved, the murders have never been solved.
Together the couple helped reform labor and social welfare programs. When her husband was inaugurated for
the second time in , Evita appeared by his side. But the occasion was bittersweet; she was suffering from
cervical cancer and died shortly thereafter.
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A closer investigation of the greatest love stories in history reveals that many of the most famous lovers met a
tragic end. They did, however, show us that true love is stronger than anything else in the world. And it is the
love that they had we are all hopping to find someday. Of course, with a happier ending. The story begins with
the Trojan prince Paris being chosen to decide which of three goddesses â€” Hera, Athena and Aphrodite â€”
is the fairest. He chose Aphrodite because in return she promised him the most beautiful woman in the world.
And the most beautiful woman was Helen of Sparta who, however, was married to King Menelaus. Paris was
mortally wounded during the fall of Troy, while Helen returned to her husband in Sparta. Orpheus and
Eurydice The ancient Greek mythological hero Orpheus is best known for his beautiful music which charmed
everyone, even the stones and wild beasts. But he is also known for his deep love for his wife Eurydice. When
she died from a snake bite, Orpheus decided to go to the Underworld and bring her back. With his music, he
charmed the gods of the Hades and they allowed him to take Eurydice back with him. But he was told he must
not look back until they escape the Underworld. When they reached the portals of Hades, Orpheus turned back
to see if Eurydice is following him and she immediately disappeared back in the world of the dead. Both
committed suicide after they were defeated by the Romans under Octavian the later Augustus although
Cleopatra hesitated. Cleopatra and Mark Antony are said to be buried together but the location of their tomb
remains a mystery. It is thought to be inspired by an older Celtic legend. There are several versions of the
story about the adulterous lovers but they all more or less follow the same outline. Iseult marries King Mark
but the love potion makes the lovers unable to resist each other. They manage to escape death but Iseult is
forced to return to Mark. Tristan leaves Cornwall and marries another woman named Iseult. But when he is
mortally wounded by a poison lance, he calls for his only true love. The story ends with Tristan dying of
despair, convinced that Iseult does not want to come to him, while Iseult dies of grief after finding her lover
dead. It is thought to have been inspired or influenced by that of Tristan and Iseult. Just like the latter,
Lancelot and Guinevere are adulterous lovers. Guinevere is married to King Arthur who, just like King Mark
does not suspect anything at first. He eventually finds out about his wife being unfaithful to him with one of
his most loyal knights. After several fierce battles between the two men, Guinevere returns to King Arthur but
the destruction of the Round Table enables Mordred to challenge Arthur. The legendary king kills his rival but
he is mortally wounded. Lancelot enters a hermitage and eventually becomes a priest. Both spend the rest of
their lives in repentance. Romeo and Juliet Probably the most famous love story of all was written by the
celebrated English poet and playwright William Shakespeare sometime in the s. The latter is believed to be an
English translation of a novella of Italian writer Matteo Bandello. But even his Romeo and Juliet are not
original. The story reveals a major influence of ancient tragic love stories, most notably of the Roman story of
Pyramus and Thisbe whose families despise each other and prevent the lovers to be together. Just like
Pyramus kills himself, falsely believing that Thisbe is dead, Romeo also commits suicide for mistakenly
believing that Juliet is dead. Thisbe follows her lover in death upon discovering his dead body which is
exactly what Juliet does when she finds Romeo dead. Both Thisbe and Juliet stab themselves but Romeo,
unlike Pyreus who stabs himself with his sword, drinks a poison. Shah Jahan and Mumtaz Mahal Their names
may largely be unfamiliar to most people in the West but their love produced a monument that is famous all
over the world â€” Taj Mahal. Shah Jahan and Mumtaz Mahal were Mughal Royal couple who shared a loving
marriage until Mumtaz died while giving birth to their 14th child. Shortly after completing Taj Mahal, Shah
got ill and was overthrown by his eldest son. He spent the rest of his life in house arrest and was buried next to
his wife. The legend has it that he planned to build an exact copy of Taj Mahal in black marble on the opposite
bank of the river Yamuna but the works never started. Napoleon and Josephine The relationship between
Napoleon and Josephine, a six years older widow with two children was turbulent from the very start. Only
two days after their wedding day, Napoleon left on a military campaign in Italy. Josephine who stayed behind
in Paris soon started an affair with lieutenant Hippolyte Charles. And when it became clear that Josephine is
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unable to have children, Napoleon decided to divorce her. He thereafter married Marie-Louise of Austria who
gave birth to the long-awaited heir. The relationship between the young King and 12 years older widow and
lady-in-waiting to his mother caused an outrage in the country. But nothing could stop Alexander from
marrying Draga and making her queen, not even his mother who was banished from the country for opposing
the marriage. Eventually, the opposition slightly subsided but the situation worsened rapidly for the royal
couple after the false pregnancy scandal. In , a group of military officers invaded the Royal Palace and
assassinated the couple. Bonnie and Clyde Bonnie and Clyde, lovers and criminals who traveled the Central
United States during the Great Depression were not considered as romantic back then as they are today. Their
gang was responsible for at least nine police officer and several civilian deaths. It is unsure how the couple
met but it is thought that it was love at a first sight. When Bonnie and Clyde met probably in , the latter
already had a criminal record but that obviously did not bother Bonnie. She decided to join him in his criminal
undertakings and stayed with him until the very end. They were ambushed by the police in Bienville Parish,
Louisiana in and killed.
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This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. September Learn how and when to
remove this template message â€” Formation and success[ edit ] Billy Mackenzie and guitarist Alan Rankine
met in Edinburgh, Scotland in and formed the cabaret duo the Ascorbic Ones, [3] although Rankine claimed
that this was "a fantasy band that Bill and I dreamt up to give ourselves a past". It was a strange way of
proving it, but it worked. Buoyed along by the popularity of synthpop at the time, the song reached No. On 14
May , the band released their most commercially successful album, Sulk. Martha Ladly , of Martha and the
Muffins , contributed backing vocals and keyboards to this album. Commercial decline[ edit ] Mackenzie
performing in Rankine left the band in just before the Sulk tour. The albums Perhaps , The Glamour Chase
which the record company refused to release, considering it not commercially viable; it was later released on a
two-disc set with Perhaps and Wild and Lonely were recorded during this period. However, recordings were
sporadic and subsequent Associates records failed to reach the charts in the UK and sold far fewer than their
early albums. Split and aftermath[ edit ] The Associates name was eventually put to rest, and Mackenzie
released an electronica-influenced solo album Outernational in with limited success. News of an Associates
revival generated hype and speculation of a tour, and the demos recorded by the two were promising.
However, Mackenzie was not fully committed to the reunion and especially touring with it, so Associates split
for a final time. Mackenzie went back to his solo work, signing a deal with Nude Records and finding a new
collaborative partner in Steve Aungle. Mackenzie wrote the lyrics of the song "The Rhythm Divine"
performed by Shirley Bassey on the album One Second , with Mackenzie singing backing vocals. Mackenzie
contributed to three Yello albums: One Second , Flag and Baby Mackenzie committed suicide in at age 39,
shortly after the death of his mother. He had been suffering from clinical depression. He was contemplating a
comeback at the time with material co-written with Aungle. The albums Beyond the Sun and Eurocentric were
released posthumously and, in , reconstructed and expanded with new unreleased songs into the two albums
Auchtermatic and Transmission Impossible. In addition to the original albums, two compilation albums were
released: Billy was a great singer: Journalist Simon Reynolds , called the group "great should-have-beens of
British pop".
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And now at the end of all this gossip, to see if it has served any purpose, and if the multitude of experiences
totals up into any definite result: In such a sense, indeed, there is materia amorofica in music, for with music
one can or at least one did show forth the very rhythm of Tristanic desire, and another portrayed in
unexpurgated harmonies the garden-mood of Faust and Marguerite. You can prove anything by statistics, if
you can only choose your statistics and stop when you want to. But statistics are like automobiles. Sometimes
if you hitch yourself up with a statistic, you meet the fate of the farmer who put his fool head in the yoke with
a skittish steer. There was a time when I could have written you an essay on the moral effect of music, and
been convinced, if not convincing. A little later, I could have done no worse with a thesis to the effect that
music is an immoral influence. For, to repeat, with a few statistics you can prove anything; with a complete
array you can usually prove nothing, or its next-door neighbour. The way to test any food is to observe its
effects on those addicted to it. The true place, surely, to test the effect of music is in the souls of the people
who live in it, breathe it, steep themselves in it, play it, and what is worse, work it. To the great musicians
themselves, then, we have turned. What could have been better for the purpose than to have made them parade
before us in historic mardi-gras? A motley crew they have formed, and you perhaps have been able to find a
unity, if not of purpose, at least of result, in the music they have made, and the music that has made them. Let
them pass again, only this time as soldiers go by at a review the second time at the double-quick. Here they
come watch them well. Leading the rout are those stately or capering figures, who, from being the great
virtuosi of their time, were finally idolised into gods in the Golden Age, when musical critics had no columns
to perpetuate their iconoclasms in. Mark him with the stately stride Apollo, smiting his lyre with a majesty
hardly supported by the seven small notes he could get out of it. The gossips said he loved Daphne, and madly
withal, but she took to a tree. No, let the gods pass as they will. It is with men we deal, not gods. Note
especially the cluster of those wonderful musickers, who, at the end of the Middle Age, went from Flanders
and thereabouts, into Italy and all around Europe, weaving their Flemish counterpoint like a net all over the
world of music. They seem all to have been marrying men, some of them super-romantical, others as stodgily
domestic and workaday as any village blacksmith. There is Marc Houtermann, called the Prince of Musicians.
He lived at Brussels, and died there aged forty, and the same year he was followed to his grave by his
musically named Joanna Gavadia, who knew music well, and who, let us still hope, died of a broken heart.
Philippe de Monte may or may not have married; we only know that a pupil of his wrote him a Latin poem
forty-six lines long, and we can only trust that he did not marry her. The only court he went to, to win her, was
the court at Munich, where his Regina was a maid of honour. She bore him six children, and they lived ideally,
it seems. But his health gave way now and then before his hard work, and finally, when he had reached his
threescore and ten, his wife came home to find him gone mad, and unable even to recognise her, who had been
at his side for thirty years. She guarded him tenderly, and strove hard to cheer his last days, but melancholy
surrendered him only to death. How otherwise is the domestic life of Jacques de Wert, whose wife conspired
against him heinously, and put his very life in danger! When he was well rid of this baggage, he fell into an
intrigue with a lady of the court of Ferrara. Her name was Tarquinia Molza, and she was a poetess, but her
relatives frowned upon the alliance of her poetry and his music, and forced her to go back to her mother at
Mantua, where she outlived De Wert some twenty-seven years. His is such a life as one would take to prove
the unsettling effects of music; yet what shall we say then of Josse Boutmy, who lived ninety-nine years and
raised twelve children, spending the greater part of his life with his faithful spouse in one long struggle against
poverty, one eternal drudgery for the pence necessary to educate his family? Shall we not say that he was as
truly influenced by music as Jacques de Wert? De Wert had gone to Italy as a boy, and you might be after
blaming those soft Italian skies for his amorous troubles. Her name was Lucrezia, and their life seems to have
been one of ideal devotion. She bore him four sons, and stood by him in all his troubles, brightening the
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twilight of poverty, adorning that high noon of his glory, when the Pope himself turned to Palestrina, and
implored him to reform and rescue the whole music of the Church from its corruptions. It was well that
Lucrezia could offer him solace, for unwittingly she had once brought him his direst distress. When he was
recovered and well, a better post was offered him, and things ran smoothly till, twenty-five years later,
Lucrezia died, leaving him broken-hearted with only one worthless son to embitter the last fourteen years of
his widowed life. The finest of them is his setting of the words: Which of these is fairly typical as a musician?
Then comes the most notable man in all English music, Harry Purcell, who wrote the best love-songs that ever
melted the reserve of his race. He must have been a good husband, and his married life a happy one, seeing
how ardent his wife was for his memory, and how she celebrated him in a memorial volume, as the Orpheus of
Great Britain, and how eager she was that the two sons that survived out of their six children, should be
trained to music. And speaking of types, what shall we say of this cloud of witnesses, bearing the most
honoured name in music, the name of Bach? There were more than twenty-five Bachs, who made themselves
names as makers of harmony, and they earned themselves almost as great names as family makers; all except
Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, who was as lacking in virtue as he was abundant in virtuosity. He was notoriously
immoral, and yet the greatest organist of his time, as his father had been before him; and it was this father,
Johann Sebastian Bach, who by his life and preeminence in music, offers the biggest obstacle to any theory
about the immoral influences of the art. For surely, if he, who is generally called the greatest of musicians, led
a life of hardly equalled domesticity, it will not be easy to claim that music has an unsettling effect upon
society. And yet there are his great rivals, Handel and Beethoven, whose careers are in the remotest possible
contrast. It is unfortunate to have to include among the ungrateful children the stepson, Carl Philip Emmanuel
Bach, who seems otherwise to have been a pleasant enough fellow, a fair family man, and a great composer.
He had family troubles, too, and left a wife and children to mourn him. So much for the Bachs. A family of
almost equal fame was the group of violin makers of Cremona, the Stradivari. The founder of the house,
Antonio, began his life romantically enough. When he was a youngster of seventeen or eighteen, he fell in
love with Francesca Capra, a widow of a man who had been assassinated. She was nine or ten years older than
Stradivari, and they were married on July 4, In the following December the first of their six children was
born. Both of them died bachelors, and the third son became a priest. At the age of fifty-eight Francesca died.
After a year of widowerhood, he wedded again; this time, a woman fourteen or fifteen years younger than he.
She bore him five children, and he outlived her less than a year. His descendants dwelt for generations,
flourishing on his fame, at Cremona. She sold the fiddles to buy him luxuries. But now, lest we should too
firmly believe that music exerts an amorous and domestic effect, we are confronted with the ponderous
majesty of one of the proudest spirits that ever strode the creaking earth, Georg Friedrich Haendel, who was
born the very same year as the much-married Bach, but led a life as opposite as North Pole from South. The
first snub he dealt to Cupid, was when he was eighteen, and sought the post of organist held by the famous old
Buxtehude, who had married years before the daughter of an organist to whose post he aspired, and had left
behind him a daughter thirty-four years old as an incumbrance upon his successor. Haendel could have got the
job, if he would have had the girl. But she was almost twice his age, and he left her for another musician to
marry in. Then he went to Italy, and was pursued in vain under those bewitching skies by no belated German
spinster, but by a beautiful and attractive Italienne. Her, he also spurned. When he was in England, he seems
to have come very near falling in love with two different women. The mother of the first objected to him as a
mere fiddler. After she died, the father invited him into the family, only to be told that the invitation was too
late. For Haendel was almost equally famous both as a composer and a digester. In this he was rivalled by the
father of French opera, Lully, who was a gourmand, in spite of the fact that he spent his early life as a kitchen
boy. He led his wife a miserable existence on account of his hot temper, his brutality, and his excesses in solid
and liquid food. After him came Rameau, who, like Stradivari, fell in love with a widow while he was still in
his teens and she well out of hers. He did not wed, however, until he was forty-three, and then he wed an
eighteen-year-old girl, who was, they say, a very good woman, and who did her best to make her husband very
happy. But he was taciturn, and rarely spoke even to his own family, and spent on them almost less money
than words. Another opera composer of the time was Reinhard Keiser. He married a woman who, with her
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wealth and her voice, rescued his operatic ventures from bankruptcy. These make a rather sordid and
unromantic group. But again there stalks forth, to confound all our theories, the superb figure of Gluck, who
fell in love but once, and then for all time, with Maria Anna Pergin, who loved him, and whose mother
approved of him, but whose purse-proud father despised him for a musician. The lovers accepted the rebuff as
a temporary sorrow only, and Providence, like a playright, removed the stern parent in the next act. They had
no children of their own, but adopted a niece. The devoted wife used to play his accompaniment as he sang his
own music, and when he died he took especial pains that she should be his sole and exclusive heir, even
leaving it to her pleasure whether or not his brothers and sisters should have anything at all. He could, when
Gluck died, strive to organise a memorial festival in his honour, and when his other rival, Sacchini, was taken
from the arena by death, he could deliver the funeral eulogy. This Sacchini, by the bye, was a reckless
voluptuary, who seems never to have married. Piccinni was the very beau ideal of a father and a husband. He
and his wife, who was a singer of exquisite skill and a teacher of ability, gave little home concerts, which were
events. Hardly less ideal, though far more picturesque and dramatic, was the romance of Mozart. Kissed and
fondled by great beauties, from the age of five, it is small wonder that Mozart began to improvise upon the
oldest theme in the world precociously. His first recorded love affair is found in his letters at the age of
thirteen. For this girl, Aloysia Weber, he wanted to give up his own career as a concert pianist; he wanted to
give up the conquest he had planned of Paris, and devote himself to the training of her voice, to writing operas
for her exploitation, and to journeying in Italy for the production of these operas and the promulgation of her
talents. But her name was Constanze, and she lived up to it. Constanze could always read to him, and tell him
stories as he liked to have her do while he composed, and she could cut up his meat for him lest in his
absent-mindedness he carve off one of his valuable fingers. And when she was ill, as she frequently was, there
could be no gentler nurse than he. Besides, when winter was upon them, it was no winter of discontent, for if
the fire gave out and the fuel could not be afforded, could they not always waltz together? Twice Mozart must
make concert tours for money, and twice he came home poorer than he went, but at least he left the world
some of the gentlest and most hearty love-letters in its literature. When he was at home, Vienna was busy with
anecdotes of his devotion. He was indeed so good a husband that Constanze could not even withhold
forgiveness for certain occasions when he strayed from the narrow path of absolute fidelity; for she knew that
his heart had its home with her.
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